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Dear readers,
with this new edition of our Newsletter we would like to inform you about the current and planned activi-
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ties of our DAAD branch office in Jakarta and about the DAAD’s funding programmes for Indonesia.
Besides this, this edition puts a special focus on our DAAD alumni and alumnae – those of you who
have, with the help of the DAAD’s scholarship programmes, completed study or research stays at
German universities, in many cases finishing with a Master or PhD degree or with scientific publica-
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tions. Indonesian and German universities are looking back on many decades of good and fruitful
partnership, and more than 3000 DAAD alumni from Indonesia are clear proof of this wonderful
relationship. Many of our alumni are now working as professors or lecturers at universities all over
nusantara, others in industry and business or in the administration. And many have become members
of our DAAD alumni associations, which are active in different places all over Indonesia.
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The DAAD wishes to stay in contact with its former scholarship holders and has developed several
programmes which allow the partnership between the DAAD and its alumni to be maintained and
developed. As an example, our DAAD office in Jakarta organizes regular alumni meetings all over
Indonesia. DAAD alumni and alumni associations can apply for funding of alumni meetings which they
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• ESB Business School,

themselves organize. Via special funding schemes, DAAD alumni can apply for specialist literature
and, in some cases, for equipment donations. In the context of the DAAD’s Re-Invitation Programme,
former long-term scholarship holders are eligible for a study stay of up to 3 months at a German
university or research institute, in some cases also at institutions of the economy, administration, media
and others. You will receive more information on this on the next pages.

Reutlingen University

• Goethe University

In the name of our whole DAAD team I wish you a pleasant reading! Please feel free to contact us

Frankfurt am Main

anytime in case you would like to get more information or just address questions and suggestions to
us.
Best wishes,
Thomas Zettler
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Get to know more about the DAAD alumni in Indonesia
Over

the

last

few

decades

DAAD

Indonesia

has

established a wide alumni network. More than 3,000
Indonesians have spent some time in Germany, where
they have studied, undertaken research, and for the most
part also learned the difficult German language. By doing
this, they have actively engaged in the exchange of
academic cultures across nations, institutions and subjects.
But who are these Indonesians who left their familiar
surroundings and went to an unknown country? In the
charts on the left one can see the origins, the main fields of
study, and the top ten study destinations in Germany of
Indonesian DAAD alumni between 1990 and 2018.
More than 54.85% of all Indonesian DAAD alumni have
their origin in Java, whereas only around 0.1% call Papua
their home (Chart 1). Due to the large number of Indonesian DAAD alumni having their origin somewhere in Java, a
separate chart shows which areas these alumni come
from. Almost half of the Javanese DAAD alumni have their
origin in West Java, with Jakarta in second place (Chart 2).
Engineering is the most commonly studied field for

Indonesian DAAD alumni, being chosen by 24% (Chart 3).
Also very common amongst Indonesian DAAD alumni are
the fields of mathematics and science, which are studied
by more than 17%. A comparatively small number of
around five percent opt for law and economics.
The most favoured study destination in Germany for
Indonesian DAAD alumni is Göttingen (Chart 4). Next is
Berlin, the capital and largest city in Germany. Berlin is
followed by München or Munich, the city with its world

famous football club. In fourth place comes Aachen, the
city where the former Indonesian President, Prof. Dr. -Ing.
Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie spent 10 years of his life and
received his Doktor der Ingenieurwissenschaften.

Source: Alumni Database of DAAD Indonesia, July 2018
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Interview with two DAAD alumni
Name

: Dr.rer.nat. Ir. Agus Wijaya, M.Si.

What benefits did you get from the DAAD scholarship?

Scholarship programme

: Research grants for doctoral

Like a few other countries in the world Germany offers a

Occupation

programme in Germany,

complete package to finance your studies. DAAD provides you

Max-Rubner Institute and Karlsruhe

not only with a scholarship to cover your living costs, but also a

Institute of Technology

subsidy for spouse, children and apartment rental. In addition,

1998-2003

DAAD grants you subsidies for books and other things. During

: Lecturer and researcher

your German language course, DAAD reimburses the transport

Faculty of agriculture,

cost to visit your Doktorvater. Also, if you want to visit your family

Universitas Sriwijaya,

in your home country, DAAD has a budget. Moreover, after com-

Palembang, South Sumatera

pleting your studies, DAAD has numerous programs to support
their alumni. Besser geht's nicht!

How did you get to know DAAD?
When I was a Master student at UGM, I made friends with a

Did you return to Indonesia right after your studies or did

guest professor from Uni-Frankfurt, Germany, named Prof. Dr.

you work for a while in Germany?

Habil. Hans-Joachim Freisleben. He gave me the scholarship

Yes, I returned to Indonesia right after my studies because I

information from DAAD and even found the right Doktorvater for

already had a permanent job as a university lecturer (since 1993)

my field. Ever since we have been good friends, and I am also

at Universitas Sriwijaya.

good friends with his family.
Do you have any advice for future students who want to
Why did you decide to continue your studies in Germany?

study in Germany with or without a DAAD scholarship?

I got the information 3 months before the deadline for

Live your dream and open your mind! You should master the

application, but I hesitated about whether I should study in

German language because it is a beautiful language. Study not

Germany. This was because of the consequences: I must learn

only your field, but also learn the German culture. And remem-

a totally new language; one I had never learned in school. Two

ber, Germany is the land of thinkers and poets, where science,

weeks before the deadline for scholarship application, I received

technology and art live in harmony.

a letter from my future Doktorvater stating that he was ready to
accept me as his Ph.D. student. That was the crucial point!
Right away I completed all the paperwork needed to apply for
the scholarship. A few months later I had an interview in
Surabaya which was followed up quickly by good news: I had the
scholarship! In the meantime, I was still in the final stage of
finishing my master study.
Please tell us about your study experiences in Germany!
In early April 1998 we landed at Frankfurt Airport and headed to

Excursion with my Doktorvater and colleagues

Mannheim for a German language course. I was amazed to see
Mercedes Benz taxis at the central station. I think the most
memorable time was during my German language course. I had
the possibility to make friends with many people from all over the
world. Later in my lab-work, I learned about team work, and at
the same time focused on my research topic by working
independently. I felt the warmth of friendship with the people in
my lab.

We were just like a family! Study and research in

Germany widened my network.

Daily activity at our research lab
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Name

: Nova Maulani, M.Sc.

many students brought travel suitcases to the campus, inside of

Scholarship programme

: Sustainable Water Management

which were stacks of books borrowed from the library. Living as

Occupation

(NaWaM),

a student has many benefits. Students can live in dormitory at a

Universität Dusiburg-Essen

cheap cost. The student card can be used to get meals at

2013 - 2015

reduced prices in the canteens or cafeterias on campus. In some

: Researcher and consultant

areas of Germany e.g. North Rhein Westfalia, the student card

Project partner of Yayasan

functions as semester ticket to get free access to certain forms of

Indonesia-Jerman

public transportation across the whole state. Students have full
of access to download subscription paid scientific journals and

How did you get to know DAAD?

specific software is used to help them complete the assignments.

A friend of mine told me about DAAD when he was preparing the

Studying in Germany with classmates from different countries

application for my studies abroad. I went to the DAAD website

was a wonderful experience. I learned about other countries and

and found the information regarding the scholarship pro-

their cultures. The many challenges I faced during my stay in

grammes. I did some reading from the list of scholarships and

Germany made me come to know more about myself, learn how

learned more about the programmes I was interested in.

to solve problems and learn to see things from another point of
view.

Why did you decide to continue your studies in Germany?
The academic programme I chose (Water Science at University

What benefits did you get from the DAAD scholarships?

of Duisburg-Essen) offers comprehensive knowledge and practi-

I received monthly installments and additional subsidies for

cal skills that were related to my previous background. Since the

research costs. DAAD provided an intensive German language

university offered a range of English-taught courses, I didn’t

course for 4 months (or more, depending on the scholarship

need to bother too much about the language. But still, I learned

program) prior to study, and a free voucher to take an official

German as a foreign language. German universities provide top

German language test. DAAD regularly conducted annual

quality teaching and research facilities. Moreover, they are

meetings for scholarship holders so that we could meet and find

recognized internationally, giving me excellent prospects for a

new friends from around the world. For special programs, DAAD

global career. Study in Germany was a great opportunity for me

also invited us to certain seminars or exhibitions related to our

to improve my expertise. The cultural atmosphere in Germany

study programme in order to exchange or update our knowledge

supports the academic and personal life of international

and expand our professional network. All accomodation and

students. Also important was that in my spare time I was able to

transportation was arranged by DAAD. As a DAAD scholarship

explore other regions in Europe, owing to the strategic location of

holder, I found it easy to process administration arrangements,

Germany.

such as the visa application, campus enrollment, resident permit
and city registration in Germany. For my studies I was

Please tell us about your study experiences in Germany!

supervised by a professor directly recommended to me

by

The curriculum of my courses was mostly different to that of

DAAD. If you are married DAAD can provide a family allowance

colleges in Indonesia. In general, the attendance of students to

to bring along your spouse and children. Health insurance was

class was not mandatory, except for lab work. The students were

also covered by DAAD, including visits to the general

given the freedom to attend classes or not. In the class, the

practitioner, dentist, and specialist. It was my experience to have

teaching style was very open and warm, both in a small or large

hand surgery in a private hospital in Germany, and all expenses

classrooms. The lecturer often opened discussion sessions and

were covered. For alumni, DAAD has many programs as well,

the students had more time to ask or discuss a certain topic.

such as re-invitations for doing research in Germany, funding

There are only final exams, without mid-term tests. The grade

opportunities, amd regular meetings and events.

points are a scale of 0-100 and converted to the German Grade
System of 1-5 with 1 as an outstanding achievement and 5 a fail.

Did you return to Indonesia right after your studies or did

If one does not pass an exam, they are given two other chances

you work for a while in Germany?

to repeat the exam; the last one is an oral test. German people

After finishing my study, I completed internship for 3 months at a

usually prepare for their exams 1-2 months before. They are

research organization in Germany, Fraunhofer Institute for Envi-

diligent and workaholic, but know how to balance their professio-

ronmental, Savety, and Energy Technology. There was an offer

nal and personal time. One thing that surprised me was when

to continue my studies in the doctoral programme in the same
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faculty. Because I was looking for another interesting topic, I
decided to return to my home country first.
Do you have any advice for future students who want to
study in Germany with or without a DAAD scholarship?
Learn about the program you want to apply in detail, and do not
hesitate to send emails to the professor if you have questions
concerning the academic content that is not listed in Q&As. If you
want to apply for a DAAD scholarship, follow all the instructions
including the requirements, deadline, etc. If necessary, consult

Travel to the famous Neuschwanstein castle

with the DAAD team. Even if you choose English-taught courses,
it is necessary to have a knowledge of basic German to
communicate with German people in daily life. Each university
offers German courses for foreign students. Almost all public
universities in Germany do not apply tuition fees. For living costs,
my classmates without scholarships supported themselves by
doing part-time jobs either in private companies or in universities
as research assistants. However, this requires a good time
management between study and work . To survive as a student in
Germany it is good to prepare both physically and mentally. At
first you will feel homesick, being far from family. But do not
worry as Indonesian friends in Germany can be your family.

Excursion with my classmates

Learning about German people and their culture is the best way
to blend in quickly. To enjoy your stay in Germany, follow the
common rules that apply and try to adapt to the way they live
without losing your identity.

DAAD’s funding programmes for international alumni
The DAAD sees the end of a scholarship or period of support as the beginning of a long-standing active relationship with its former
scholarship holders (alumni). To preserve the ties of former scholarship holders and to establish an active and steadily growing global
network, the DAAD offers its alumni support after their scholarship or grant has finished. The following programmes are available: :
1. International DAAD Alumni Seminar
This programme is offered by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) in the framework of the Alumni
Special Projects. The target-group participants come from a broad range of regions and professions. According
to the alumni, a large number of them stay in touch with each other, the German higher education institutions,
and business partners through this programme. In other words, the Alumni Seminar programme is successful in
helping alumni continue their education, exchange ideas, and establish contacts in the
academic and professional community.
Dr. Dian Handayani, Universitas Andalas, Padang
I know this programme from friends who are DAAD alumni, and who contacted me via email. More information
about the DAAD Alumni Seminar and how to apply for the grant, was obtained from the DAAD website and from
the DAAD staff in Jakarta. There are so many benefits that I experienced by joining DAAD alumni seminars. I
can continue to update my scientific development in my field, and together with my institution have easy and
beneficial access to establishing research collaboration and student exchange between the German institutions.
Every year, I have had two to three opportunities to attend international seminars sponsored by the DAAD
throughout Indonesia at no cost to me.
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2. Re-invitation programme
The aim of this program is to enable former scholarship holders to carry out research and work projects in
Germany and to maintain contacts as part of DAAD's global alumni network. The target groups are former
holders of DAAD research grants or study scholarships who were funded for a period of over six months, and
former East German scholarship holders who studied for at least one year in Germany. The research and working
projects are to be carried out at state or state-recognized institutions of higher education or non-university research
Institutes in Germany. Working stays in a business, in administration, culture or media can also be funded for former scholarship
holders who work outside the science sector. A research or working visit can also take place at several host institutions. Funding may
only be claimed once within three years.
Dr. Epi Taufik, S.Pt., MVPH., M.Si., IPB, Bogor
Actually, I got the information about DAAD supports for its alumni from my seniors at the faculty/university,
before I studied in Germany. I realized that I would have a chance to revisit Germany through Wiedereinladung/
re-invitation programme. So, this re-invitation programme was familiar to me, even before I got the DAAD
scholarship itself. There are many benefits, both for me personally, and for my institution. The re-invitation
programme that I completed in 2016 was the first time I participated in this programme although I had graduated
in Germany in 2007 (editor’s note: Development-Related Postgraduate Courses Programme). This happened because I had to take my PhD
programme in another country finishing in 2012. Consequently, my participation was
a kind of nostalgic event. Apart from upgrading my knowledge, the visit was really
meaningful for me because I was able to meet again with my professors, colleagues
and friends from my alma mater. We were able to strengthen our collaboration
network and continue our cooperation. I hope I will have the opportunity of taking
this program to follow up the cooperation we set up before. That established
scientific collaboration is important for my institution, as it adds to our practice of
collaborating with German partners. I hope DAAD will continue to support me in
strengthening the collaboration between my institution and our partners in Berlin.

3. Material Resources Programme
DAAD administers an equipment donation programme funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ). With the Material Resources Programme, alumni will have the
opportunity to obtain equipment and consumables in their home country and be able to continue the research
work in their institutions in Indonesia, which they may have started in Germany .
Prof. Dr. Mudrik Alaydrus, Universitas Mercu Buana, Jakarta
I received regular information from DAAD by e-mail, so I was well
informed about the actual programmes DAAD offered. From the
e-mail links I could explore additional information at the DAAD
website. I found the Material Resources Programme and followed up
by asking DAAD staff in Jakarta. The equipment obtained through this
programme is very essential for our research. With measurement
instrument we can study the important characteristics of many
telecommunication components, such as antennas, filters and amplifiers.
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4. Scientific Literature Programme
DAAD Alumni can apply once a year for specialist literature (books, journals, articles) produced by German
publishers to help them advance their academic knowledge and qualifications (maximum value of € 200 per
year). As a rule, the applications should be submitted online by going to the Alumni Service Area. This gives
you the advantage of enabling you to easily check literature databases to find out about the delivery status, price,
and so on, of any specialist literature which interests you.
Dr. Hawis Madduppa, IPB, Bogor
I discovered the programme at the Annual meeting of DAAD scholarship
holders in Bonn around 2011. At that time DAAD presented information
about the funding programmes for its alumni. There are many benefits I
obtained from the Scientific Literature Programme. For example, I can get
access to books which are usually expensive or unavailable in Indonesian
bookstores, I can enrich my students with new references, and support my
current research programme as well.

5. Alumni Meeting
DAAD organizes Alumni meetings to enhance its alumni networks. Alumni meetings are usually held as seminars/ conferences, or involve presentations and discussion. Usually a joint dinner of all alumni. Small-scale
alumni meetings are usually held 4 times a year in 4 different cities across the country. DAAD Regional Office
Jakarta organized a large-scale alumni meeting under the theme "Getting Ready! The Importance of the Indonesian
University Landscape for ASEAN ", in conjunction with the 25 th year anniversary of DAAD in Indonesia, which was held in
2015, supported by the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany. We invited our alumni scattered throughout Indonesia to attend
this magnificent event. One of the alumni of DAAD who gave a speech was the former President of Indonesia, H.E. Prof. Dr.-Ing. B.J.
Habibie.
Dr. Med. Ir. Fahmi, MSc, IPM, Universitas Sumatera Utara, Medan
During a visit from the German embassy to Medan to meet the Mayor, we, the DAAD alumni were invited to join
and meet with representatives of DAAD Jakarta. That was our first contact with DAAD Jakarta, and after that we
always received notifications about alumni activities in Indonesia, including the 25 th year anniversary of DAAD in
Indonesia in 2015. I found it a very interesting event where I could meet old friends and colleagues from around
the country. It was a good opportunity to create networking, share information and ideas about how to foster collaboration between
scholars, since most of the alumni work in universities. The meeting with Pak Habibie during the event was pleasant, intimate and
inspiring.
Maya Safira, S.Si, MBA, Oxfam
I learned about the alumni meeting from the invitation email sent by Pak Ivan from the DAAD in Jakarta. I
love seeing people, getting to know new friends for networking, and also getting connected again with the
alumni. We also usually share information about what we are working on at the time. As a result we are
more likely to find a particular expert when we need them. Moreover, it would also be good if DAAD could
organize these in a more fun format, such as by inviting bands, and holding them in more fun venues
(e.g. lounge, big cafe).
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Our events in the last months in pictures

Director of DAAD Jakarta visited Dr. Tatas
Brotosudarmo (DAAD alumni), at his lab at
Universitas Ma Chung Malang, in April 2018

Director of DAAD Jakarta visited the German
studies staff at Universitas Negeri Malang in
April 2018

DAAD alumni meeting in Malang in April
2018

One of the DAAD Jakarta‘s staff member,
Olivia Sopacua, was invited to a seminar at
the DAAD Headquartes in Bonn together
with other DAAD colleagues from around
the world in April 2018

DAAD Science talk with the DAAD lecturer at
the Faculty of Fisheries and Marine Science at
IPB, Dr. Sonja Kleinertz, as the speaker at the
German Embassy Jakarta in May 2018

The newly selected scholarship holders
from the DAAD Annual Scholarship
Programme were invited as special guests
and received their awards during DAAD
Science talk at the German Embassy Jakarta
in May 2018

DAAD organized an interactive seminar
called Sharing Best Practices on Research at
the German Embassy Jakarta in May 2018

Dr. Matthias Günther from Swiss German
University as one of the speakers at DAAD‘s
Sharing Best Practices at the German Embassy
Jakarta in May 2018

Christian Rabl from the DAAD Jakarta,
together with Dr. Otto Madung (DAAD
alumnus) from Kupang at DAAD info session „Research in Germany“ at Universitas
Nusa Cendana, Kupang, NTT in May 2018.

Two DAAD Jakarta‘s staff members, Ivan
Annusyirvan and Ribka Gloria represented
the DAAD Jakarta at World Postgraduate
Expo at JCC Senayan in May 2018

Pre-departure training for the newly selected
DAAD scholarship holders of the DAAD
Annual Scholarship Programme and the Aceh
Scholarship of Excellence, in Jakarta in May 2018

SHARE “Peer Multiplier Training” (PMT) –
Training-of-Trainers Seminar attended by
more than 50 participants from the ASEAN
region as well as trainers from ASEAN and
Europe in Jakarta in June 2018

"Webinar" is short for web-based seminar. A webinar is a live and interactive seminar that allows you to listen to the
presenter, view the online presentation on your computer screen, and ask questions either through voice or instant messaging. All you need is a computer with a stable internet connection. Our webinars are open for public and free of char-
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Update your newsletter subscription
We want to stay in touch – Action needed
In compliance with the recent changes to EU data protection laws, we need your
confirmation that you would like to continue to receive our E-Mail newsletters and
announcements. We have sent you an email and please confirm your subscription by

replying our email with “Yes”. If you do not respond until 31 August 2018, your E-Mail

Impressum
Publisher
DAAD Jakarta Office
Summitmas II 14th Fl.
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav.
61-62 Jakarta 12190
Indonesia

address will STOP receiving our newsletters and announcements.
Of course you can withdraw your permission to receive our emails at any time by sending us an email.

Advertisements by German Universities

Unsubscribe
If you don‘t wish to receive any
further issues of our newsletter,
please send an email to
media@daadjkt.org with the
subject „unsub“

Editor
Ivan Annusyirvan

Study in Germany, Europe’s strongest and most dynamic economy. There you will find
a truly international business school: ESB Business School in Reutlingen. Our students
have access to a network of renowned partner companies. We offer top-ranked undergraduate, graduate and executive programmes in business management and business
engineering in German and/or English.

Contact
Phone: +62 (21) 520 08 70 /
+62 (21) 525 28 07
Fax: +62 (21) 525 28 22
Mail: info@daadjkt.org

More info: https://www.esb-business-school.de/en/degree-programmes/
Our consulting hours:
Thursday
13.30 - 16.00 WIB

Goethe University is now offering scholarships for 75 Master’s programs. Applicants
must hold an excellent Bachelor's degree from a university outside of Germany. Awardees are provided with a monthly stipend of 1,000 EUR and other benefits to help them
develop their career. Find more info here: www.uni-frankfurt.de/masterstip and spread
the word!

www.daad.id
DAAD Indonesia
@DAAD_Indonesia
@daad_indonesia

